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it is recommended that you pay close attention to the product key is unknown and impossible to
activate correctly. in this way, users can easily distinguish a product that runs and is not activated
correctly. kms tools portable is a quick and easy-to-use method for activation of various software:
word, excel, powerpoint, etc. there are many kms tools portable versions are available, each of
which has specialized in a certain type of software. it is important to remember that each version of
the software has a corresponding activator. in office 2016-2019, the activation with office 365 is not
difficult to deal with directly and easily. the advantage of the office activator with office 2016-2019 is
that it is not only easy to make several activators to activate the product but also to activate the
product without a live connection to the internet. this is very important when activating the software
using a direct connection to the internet. msact has a built-in scanner that checks if the purchased
product is protected by an activation key. msact 5.5the program is designed to install keys and
activate windows 7-10 and office 2010-2013. if the installed key allows activation via the network,
via the internet, the product is activated automatically, if this does not happen and the key is not
blocked a code is issued for transfer to the m$ activation center for activation by phone. unlike
msact, msact plus provides the ability to create key groups for different products. msact 10the
program is designed to install keys and activate windows 7-10 and office 2010-2013. if the installed
key allows activation via the network, via the internet, the product is activated automatically, if this
does not happen and the key is not blocked a code is issued for transfer to the m$ activation center
for activation by phone. unlike msact, msact plus provides the ability to create key groups for
different products.
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